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Mapping Aligning Processes 
and Outcomes:

Trust Measurement Questions

Where there is trust, one party is providing a “thing” under the expectation that another will provide a 
“thing” in return. Trust is important in aligning efforts because partners regularly rely on each other to 
provide “things.” Partners must feel that others will contribute as expected. When that feeling does not 
exist, a downward spiral is created where parties are less likely to feel comfortable contributing to aligning 
efforts. Building on these insights, the trust questions highlighted here are rooted in the idea that trust is 
fundamentally about exchanges and relationships. These questions are arranged in three sections: (1) trust as 
an exchange, (2) founding trust relationships, and (3) trust and power.

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation recently 
partnered with the Georgia Health Policy Center 
to develop the Framework for Aligning Sectors. 
This framework identifies several factors as 
important for creating effective aligning efforts 
that last.1 One of these factors is trust. To 
promote the development of aligning practice 
and research, the Georgia Health Policy Center 
recently conducted a review of research on the 
conceptualization and measurement of trust in 
the context of aligning efforts.2  This document 
highlights several questions from that review that 
were identified as superlatively important for 
understanding and advancing aligning efforts.

1 Landers, G., Minyard, K., Lanford, D., & Heishman, H. (2020). A theory of change for aligning health care, public health, and social services in a  
  time of COVID-19. American Journal of Public Health, 110(S2), S178-S180. 

2 A longer version of this brief, with references from the literature, is available. Please contact aligning@gsu.edu to request a copy.

https://ghpc.gsu.edu/download/aligning-systems-for-health-a-framework-for-aligning-sectors/


Trust as an Exchange 

• What “things” does each partner need from each of the other partners? Examples include financial 
resources, staff, lived experience, professional experience, technical expertise, facilities, services,  
data, etc.

• To what extent does each partner have the capacity to provide the expected “things”?

• To what extent does each partner have the will to provide the “things” expected of it?

• To what extent are incentives in place to encourage trustworthy actions?

• To what extent are accountability measures in place to encourage trustworthy provision of the 
expected “things”?

Founding Trust in Relationships 

• What trust deficits exist? These may inhibit trust exchanges if not addressed.

• What trusting relationships exist? Leveraging these can jump-start trust exchanges.

• To what degree are trust relationships being created and nurtured? How?

• To what degree are partners in each trust exchange reliably present in each other’s communities?

• To what degree are partners in each trust exchange regularly interacting?

Trust and Power 

• Trust takes work. Some parties may be able to contribute more to the trust-building process than 
others.

 ○ To what degree are institutionally supported parties “going to” those parties with fewer 
resources?

 ○ To what degree are institutionally supported parties “giving back” to those parties with fewer 
resources?

 ○ To what degree are institutionally supported parties earning trust among those parties with fewer 
resources?

 ○ To what degree are the parties in each trust exchange supported, experienced, and trained in the 
matters necessary to fulfill their end of the trust exchange?

       Tip

To visualize trust in the aligning effort, consider mapping the following items: 

• What things each party needs from others

• Whether there is adequate capacity, support, and will power for the things to be provided

• A plan for support and capacity building



When developing a strategy for assessing trust, researchers and practitioners should keep in mind several 
important dynamics in the measurement of aligning efforts in general. Consider the following questions: 

• How might these questions be answered using more objective measures (whether using surveys or 
nonsurvey data sources)?

• How might these questions be framed differently —

 ○ Depending on whether the goal is to aid a specific aligning effort or to learn about aligning 
efforts across contexts?

 ○ Depending on the level at which the aligning effort is taking place (and how is level defined)?

 ○ Depending on the purpose of the parties with different roles (e.g., funder, convener, board 
member, partner organization leader, back-end staff member, front-line staff member, community 
organizer, community end user, etc.)?

• What guidance might promote better use of these questions —

 ○ To implement measurement ambitiously or with limited resources?

 ○ To measure effectively and avoid common measurement pitfalls?

 ○ To promote equity in measurement?

 ○ To integrate measurement with everyday aligning operations?

 ○ To promote community member involvement, or direction of, assessments of aligning efforts?

 ○ To share findings with community members?

 ○ To use learnings to improve the measurement system?

 ○ To share findings with practitioners and researchers across the aligning field?
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